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0101: This is the Black Wood. There is a clearing
in this forest where an old statue of Freya still
stands. You shouldn't stray too far from the
trails because this forest has been cursed by the
presence of 7 harpies luring men into the depths
of the forest and to their death with their
magical singing. There is a village of 240 humans led by the conjurer Luan (level 9) who lives
in a small keep with a retainer, the knight Nadja (level 8) and their slave master, the
aquamancer Leoni (level 3). The keep consists of a square tower three stories high, a stable, a
kennel, and a li le courtyard enclosed by a strong wall. Inside the wall is a wooden walkway
that allows guards to look over the wall and shoot anybody approaching. The log cabins
outside are protected by 7 war dogs and a palisade. The local contact for the secret society of
the Patrons of the Aeons is Memet-Deniz (level 6). Deep Brook runs through here. Gravel
Path goes through here.
0102: The dry lands up here are the hunting grounds of a manticore called Bastard of Spite
living in the ruins of an old tower.
0103: Dry lands full of tumbleweed and thorn bushes. At the foot of a hill you ﬁnd a burned
down cabin. This must have happened months ago.
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0104: An abandoned watchtower on a promontory overlooking the drylands is home to 9
hobgoblins led by Spear of Anger (HD 3+1). The approach is guarded by 2 giant apes.
0105: The dry lands up here are the hunting grounds of a manticore called Bastard of Envy
living in the ruins of an old tower.
0106: 24 dwarves have set up a small logging community, here in Murky Wood.
They are led by Borgní Ironbearer. The camp is defended by a war bear. The
spring of Cadell's Rill can be found between some boulders.
0107: There is a cold pond up in this valley and in it lives a water spirit called
Sweet Sleep. The spring of Deep Brook can be found between some boulders.
0108: These mountains are called the Hungry Giants. They are impossible to climb.
0109: The air up here is cold. You can see the Hungry Giants looming up ahead.
0110: The upper valley is rocky and bare. The bellowing hill giants can be heard every day
up here. 2 of them have built a barricade across the passes, here. They are led by Sheep
Fla ener but he insists visitors call him former soldier of Ogon Carnage. At the foot of a small
hill, Helen's Rindle makes its appearance.
0201: These wet land have been se led by a tribe of 23 lizard people led by Daughter of
Drake (HD 3). The li le village of mud huts is guarded by 2 giant wasps. Deep Brook ﬂows
through here. Gravel Path goes through here.
0202: There are caves beneath these badlands. Cold lava tunnels lead into a big cavern, the
heart of an old vulcano. The caves are ﬁlled with mushrooms and guarded by 7 myconids.
0203: There are caves beneath these badlands. The caves used to be an old mine.
The caves are paintings of the Noisy Skull Smasher tribe on the cave walls. 30 orcs
led by Long Nostril (HD 3) live here.
0204: This part of Murky Wood is under the protection of 4 treants led by the
Birchwhip. They mostly stand around near Black Pond. Deep Brook ﬂows
through here.
0205: The ﬁrs cast long shadows in these lands. At the foot of Witching Break, there is cave
inhabited by 8 trolls led by Boulder. Deep Brook and Cadell's Rill merge here. Ca le Lane
leads through here.
0206: The forest is cold and dark, full of ﬁrs. At dusk and dawn a pack of 9 wolves
roam these lands. There is a thorp of 30 humans led by Sileye. The grass covered
longhouses are protected by 4 war dogs. Deep Brook ﬂows through here. Ca le
Lane starts here.
0207: The glacier of Hungry Giants ends at a small lake and there is an ice cave
inhabited by a cryohydra.
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0208: The air up here is cold. You can see the Hungry Giants looming up ahead.
0209: Steep cliﬀs make progress practically impossible without climbing gear. Bone Stream
starts here.
0210: In the old days, this bog was used to drown evil necromancers. At night, the wight
Queen Maura of Merlen crawls out of a wet grave and roams the land in search of followers.
Helen's Rindle and Bone Stream merge here.
0301: The dry lands up here are the hunting grounds of a manticore called Lord Hate living
in the ruins of an old tower.
0302: This is the Murky
Wood. The trees along
the trails through this
forest have all been
coppiced, i.e. cut down
near the ground level in
order to produce wood. Deep in the forest there is a cave where the e in Smasher and
Gnawer live. They are known for their fury and their appetite for human ﬂesh. There is a
town of 400 humans led by the mercenary Subah (level 10) who lives in a keep with a
retainer, the captain Maxim (level 7) and their two aides, the ﬁghter Viktor and the knight
Anouk (both level 5). The mud huts outside are protected by a town wall and the river. A
secret war between the Patrons of the Aeons and the Common Astronomers of St. Lynwen is
the cause of much misery in this town. They are led by Yardil (level 5) and Remo (level 6),
respectively. There is a ﬁght pit and a temple dedicated to Orcus. The temple is a simple
mausoleum with a bone pit. The poor and foreign folks are brought here upon their death for
it is said that in the hour of need the dead will rise and ﬁght for us at the End of the World.
Deep Brook, Deep Brooklet, and Black Runnel merge here. Old Shady Track and Gravel Path
meet here.
0303: At dusk and dawn, you can sometimes see a male boar seaching for food in the Murky
Wood, here. Deep Brook ﬂows through here. Old Shady Track and Shady Track meet here.
0304: This reed is home to a lot of lampreys. Those who know how to ﬁnd it can gather Lunar
Orchids. Deep Brook, Amiria's Brooklet, and Brown Creek merge here. Shady Track goes
through here.
0305: The forest is cold and dark, full of ﬁrs. Sometimes you can see an elk. There
is a thorp of 10 humans led by Tilo. The mud huts are protected by 4 war dogs.
Brown Creek ﬂows through here. Shady Track and Ca le Lane meet here.
0306: 19 dwarves have set up a small logging community, here in Murky Wood.
They are led by Unna Ironeater. The camp is defended by a palisade and wooden
spikes. At the foot of a small hill, Brown Creek makes its appearance.
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0307: The green valley up here has some sheep and a kid called Gil guarding
them. This is where the spring of Blood Brook is.
0308: The green valley up here has some sheep and a kid called Dirk guarding
them. The spring of Old Run is a small pond beneath some trees.
0309: High up on on a ridge is an old elven tower made of green glass, long abandoned. The
spring of War Brook can be found between some boulders.
0310: This is a ﬁr forest. This ﬁr forest is home to a pack of 14 wolves. Helen's Rindle runs
through here.
0401: The trees of Murky Wood are full of spider webs, here. Anybody climbing the trees or
travelling on their own will get a acked by 3 giant spiders. Black Runnel ﬂows through here.
0402: At dusk and dawn, you can sometimes see a male boar seaching for food in the Murky
Wood, here. Deep Brooklet ﬂows through here.
0403: There are caves beneath these badlands. Cold lava tunnels lead into a big
cavern, the heart of an old vulcano. The caves are paintings of the Jaw-Spi ing
tribe on the cave walls. 60 orcs led by Fearsome Snout (HD 5) live here. Old Shady
Track leads through here.
0404: This is the Murky Wood. The trees along the trails through this forest have
all been coppiced, i.e. cut down near the ground
level in order to produce wood. You shouldn't
stray too far from the trails because this forest
has been cursed by the presence of 6 harpies
luring men into the depths of the forest and to
their death with their magical singing. There is a village of 280 humans led by the illusionist
Lua (level 10) who lives in a small tower with a retainer, the knight Sania (level 8) and their
two subordinates, the druid Milo and the necromancer Nick-Nolan (both level 5). The tower
is four stories high and has an entrance on the second level. A ladder leads up to it. Twenty
large stones are stored on the roof. This should be enough to deter any peasant uprising. The
thatched huts outside are protected by 2 war dogs and a palisade. Luckily, no secret societies
have established themselves, here. There is a temple dedicated to Odin. It was built
generations ago atop a pool of Earth Blood by Wise Yamin in order to prevent its mutagenic
power from corrupting the area. Many magic users and elves have come here over the years,
drawn by the small eddies of magic energy still emanating from the sealed area: get one extra
spell slot of your liking while you sleep nearby. Pony bathhouse was built next to the temple
just for this. Amiria's Brooklet and Hamond's Stream merge here. Old Shady Track, Ca le
Lane, Shady Gold Path, Gravel Salt Road, and Mud Trail meet here.
0405: It's colder up here and the forest is dominated by ﬁrs. At dusk and dawn, you can
sometimes see a male boar seaching for food. Hamond's Stream runs through here. Shady
Gold Path goes through here.
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0406: The hills of Murky Wood are full of ancient ruins. On one of these hills right
here you can ﬁnd the foundations of an old keep. The walls are long gone but the
cistern and the storage rooms below are still usable. 40 bandits led by Mayla have
made this their permament base. The camp is protected by a war dog. The spring
of Hamond's Stream is a small pond beneath some trees. Shady Gold Path crosses
over the water below at Old Smugglers bridge.
0407: The ﬁrs cast long shadows in these lands. At dusk and dawn, you can
sometimes see a male boar seaching for food. There is a thorp of 30 humans led
by Kiara. The log cabins are protected by 6 war dogs. Old Run and Blood Brook
merge here. Shady Gold Path starts here.
0408: A few stunted ﬁrs grow in these highlands. At night, the orcs of the Rune
Arm tribe hunt these lands. 20 orcs led by Strong Fang (HD 5) live here. Their
se lement is protected by a palisade and surrounded by spiked pit traps. Strong
Fang is a famous sword smith in the Two Handed Monkey Slicer tradition. War
Brook ﬂows through here.
0409: One of the hills has an old lookout from which you can see most of the Murky Wood.
This is where the spring of Loud Rill is.
0410: The forest is cold and dark, full of ﬁrs. At dusk and dawn, you can
sometimes see a group of 13 female boars and their young. There is a thorp of 40
humans led by Hiba. The mud huts are protected by some sharpened stakes.
Helen's Rindle ﬂows through here. This is the beginning of Mud Lane.
0501: The tall trees of Murky Wood and their dense canopy keep the sunlight
away. Down here in the shade there are big mushrooms everywhere. If eaten, heal 1d6+1. The
locals assemble here after a ﬁght to recuperate. Black Runnel runs through here.
0502: Hidden between some hills is a valley apparently full of thorn bushes. It
hides a hamlet of 24 halﬂings led by Theuderic (level 5).
0503: The trees of Murky Wood are full of spider webs, here. Anybody climbing
the trees or travelling on their own will get a acked by 6 giant spiders. Deep
Brooklet and War Streamlet merge here.
0504: Dry lands full of tumbleweed and thorn bushes. At the foot of a hill you ﬁnd a burned
down cabin. This must have happened months ago. Gravel Salt Road goes through here.
0505: The ﬁrs cast long shadows in these lands. Sometimes you can see some deer.
There is a thorp of 20 humans led by Memet. The small stone huts are protected
by 7 war dogs. Amiria's Brooklet, Green Brooklet, and Old Rivulet merge here.
Mud Trail starts here.
0506: A ruined tower standing on a small island in this swamp is home to the e in
called Punch and Break. Amiria's Brooklet runs through here.
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0507: These wet land have been se led by a tribe of 26 lizard people led by Daughter of
Drake (HD 3). The li le village of mud huts is guarded by 2 giant lizards. Old Run runs
through here.
0508: This is a ﬁr forest. At night, the orcs of the Fierce Fist Slasher tribe hunt these
lands. 20 orcs led by Loud Fang (HD 2) live here. Their se lement is protected by
a palisade and guarded by 2 boars. At the back is an entrance to an abandoned
mine. A twisting passage leads down into a huge cave where they must have dug
for gems. Old Run and War Brook merge here.
0509: The forest is cold and dark, full of ﬁrs. At the foot of Wind Hill, there is cave inhabited
by 7 trolls led by Grey. Loud Rill ﬂows through here.
0510: An abandoned watchtower on a promontory overlooking the drylands is home to 18
hobgoblins led by Voice of Sorrow (HD 3+1). The approach is guarded by a giant ape. Mud
Lane goes through here.
0601: A few stunted ﬁrs grow in these highlands. At night, the orcs of the Nasty
Tongue Picker tribe hunt these lands. 10 orcs led by Sword Arm (HD 6) live here.
Their se lement is protected by a palisade and guarded by 3 boars. Many skulls
are on display. Black Runnel runs through here.
0602: This is a ﬁr forest. At dusk and dawn, you can sometimes see a male boar
seaching for food. Deep Brooklet and Loud Channel merge here.
0603: The ﬁrs cast long shadows in these lands. There is an abandoned shrine to Nergal up
here. It is haunted by the spectre of Gwenol, the last priest who cared for it. The locals avoid
it. War Streamlet runs through here.
0604: One of the hills has an old lookout from which you can see most of the Murky Wood.
This is where the spring of Old Rivulet is. Gravel Salt Road winds its way along these hills.
0605: 26 dwarves have set up a small logging community, here in Murky Wood.
They are led by Austvari Hammerbearer. The camp is defended by 5 war bears.
The spring of Green Brooklet is a small pond beneath some trees.
0606: One of the hills has an old lookout from which you can see most of the
Murky Wood. This is where the spring of Amiria's Brooklet is.
0607: Badlands full of shrubs and wild hedges. On one of the hills are the ruins of
an old temple. Here lives the hermit Liara (level 1) and a puma.
0608: This reed is home to a lot of lampreys. Those who know how to ﬁnd it can
gather Astral Orchids. Long Rill, Old Run, and War Runnel merge here.
0609: This bog is a labyrinth. You need a guide to ﬁnd your way through it. Long Rill, Old
Rindle, and Loud Rill merge here.
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0610: This is the Shadow Wood. Within the forest are a few clearings with small cherry and
plum tree orchards. The camp of 2
bugbears led by Silent Wind
belonging to the Bear Eyes band is
hard to ﬁnd. They hunt these woods
at night and like to kill anybody that
didn't make it back to the village during daytime. There is a village of 140 humans led by the
captain Luis (level 9) who lives in a small keep with a retainer, the illusionist Jully (level 8)
and their two subordinates, the cryomancer Philemon and the illusionist Louis (both level 5).
The keep consists of a gatehouse protecting the small courtyard and a square tower four
stories high. The thatched huts outside are protected by 6 war dogs and a palisade. The local
contact for the secret society of the Common Astronomers of St. Lynwen is Mauadda (level 6).
Long Rill ﬂows through here. Salt Mud Trail and Mud Lane meet here.
0701: On one of the hills of Murky Wood stands an old tower overlooking the lands below.
This is the home of a manticore called Lord Avarice. This is where the spring of Black Runnel
is.
0702: The hill overlooking Murky Wood is the home of 3 treants led by the Birchwhip. They
mostly stand around near Crystal Cave. Loud Channel starts here.
0703: There is a cave in this ﬁr forest housing the e in called Club and Nail. Deep Brooklet
runs through here.
0704: It's colder up here and the forest is dominated by ﬁrs. Sometimes you can
see some deer. There is a thorp of 20 humans led by Lowell. The mud huts are
protected by 5 war dogs. War Streamlet and Owain's Streamlet merge here. This is
the beginning of Gravel Salt Road.
0705: Steep cliﬀs make progress practically impossible without climbing gear. This
is where the spring of War Streamlet is.
0706: The green valley up here has some sheep and a kid called Keg guarding them. This is
where the spring of Adelina's Streamlet is.
0707: The river widens here and forms a large swamp. You need a guide and boats in order to
pass through it. Long Rill and Adelina's Streamlet merge here.
0708: The ﬁrs cast long shadows in these lands. There is an abandoned shrine to Odin up
here. It is haunted by the spectre of Dilwen, the last priest who cared for it. The locals avoid
it. Long Rill ﬂows through here.
0709: The forest is cold and dark, full of ﬁrs. Sometimes you can see some deer. There is a
thorp of 30 humans led by Lorenz. The log cabins are protected by 6 war dogs. War Runnel
ﬂows through here. Gold Trail and Hollow Path meet here.
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0710: In the old days, this bog was used to drown evil necromancers. At night, 3
wights led by Queen Thyia of Yzarria crawl out of their wet graves and roam the
land in search of more followers. Old Rindle and Arwen's Rindle merge here. Salt
Mud Trail, Hollow Path, and Sunken Path meet here.
0801: Nothing but gray rocks up here in the mountains. The spring of Deep
Brooklet is a small pond beneath some trees.
0802: In the old days, this bog was used to drown evil necromancers. At night, the wight
Tariq the Cruel of Ouria crawls out of a wet grave and roams the land in search of followers.
Deep Brooklet, Deep Brooklet, and Deep Rindle merge here.
0803: Nothing but gray rocks up here in the mountains. This is where the spring of Owain's
Streamlet is.
0804: These mountains are called the Dire Teeth. A glacier ﬁlls the gap between these
mountains.
0805: The glaciers ﬂowing from the Dire Teeth need a local guide and ropes to cross.
0806: There is a cave in this ﬁr forest housing the e in called Punch and Break. Long Rill runs
through here.
0807: This bog is a labyrinth. You need a guide to ﬁnd your way through it. Long Rill, Blue
Streamlet, and David's Waters merge here.
0808: The hills of Murky Wood are full of ancient ruins. On one of these hills right
here you can ﬁnd the foundations of an old keep. The walls are long gone but the
cistern and the storage rooms below are still usable. 10 bandits led by Yekda have
made this their permament base. The camp is protected by 4 war dogs. At the foot
of a small hill, War Runnel makes its appearance. Gold Trail crosses over the
water below at Thor's bridge.
0809: There is a cave in this ﬁr forest housing the e in called Punch and Break. Old Rindle
runs through here. Salt Mud Trail goes through here.
0810: A few stunted ﬁrs grow in these highlands. Sometimes you can see some
deer. There is a thorp of 30 humans led by Thiago. The log cabins are protected by
2 war dogs. Arwen's Rindle ﬂows through here. Sunken Path starts here.
0901: The air up here is cold. You can see the Dire Teeth looming up ahead.
0902: The upper valley is rocky and bare. Some boulders have been assembled into a crude
stone tower inhabited 5 hill giants led by Dwarf Fla ener. The spring of Deep Brooklet can
be found between some boulders.
0903: On one of the rock faces you can still see the markings of the old dwarf forge Star. The
ruin is full of broken machinery. In its depths, however, a bronze golem still wanders the
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halls. At the foot of a small hill, Deep Rindle makes its appearance.
0904: The glacier of Dire Teeth ends at a small lake and there is an ice cave inhabited by a
cryohydra.
0905: There is a hidden meadow up here, protected by the Dire Teeth. A gorgon lives up here.
A piece of the glacier has broken oﬀ and revealed an old temple of Odin, razed, deﬁled, and
cursed with the presence of a gorgon. There are plenty of dead birds which have died due to
the poisonous fumes.
0906: The green valley up here has some sheep and a kid called Ed guarding them. The
spring of Long Rill is a small pond beneath some trees.
0907: This is a ﬁr forest. At dusk and dawn, you can sometimes see a male boar
seaching for food. There is a thorp of 40 humans led by Nea. The wooden houses
are protected by 4 war dogs. Blue Streamlet and Black Brooklet merge here. Gold
Trail starts here.
0908: High up on on a ridge is an old elven tower made of green glass, and at the
very top there is a lair of 5 very protective griﬀons. David's Waters starts here. Gold Trail
goes through here.
0909: A few stunted ﬁrs grow in these highlands. At dusk and dawn, you can
sometimes see a male boar seaching for food. There is a thorp of 20 humans led
by Pedro. The mud huts are protected by 2 war dogs. Old Rindle ﬂows through
here. Hollow Road and Salt Mud Trail meet here.
0910: One of the hills has an old lookout from which you can see most of the
Murky Wood. This is where the spring of Arwen's Rindle is.
1001: These mountains are called the Dire Teeth. They are impossible to climb.
1002: The air up here is cold. You can see the Dire Teeth looming up ahead.
1003: The green valley up here has some sheep and a kid called Dirk guarding them. This is
where the spring of Cold Rill is.
1004: A white dragon called Cold Despair of the Mountain lives in a ruined mountain fortress
guarding the approaches to the Dire Teeth.
1005: Nothing but gray rocks up here in the mountains. Long Rill starts here.
1006: On one of the rock faces you can still see the markings of the old dwarf forge
Great Hammer. The ruin has been se led by the White Nose Eater tribe, 60 orcs
led by Pig Snout (HD 3). Black Brooklet starts here.
1007: The green valley up here has some sheep and a kid called Fal guarding
them. The spring of Blue Streamlet is a small pond beneath some trees.
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1008: A white dragon called Ice Fang of the Glacier lives in a ruined mountain fortress
guarding the approaches to the Sharp Giants.
1009: Steep cliﬀs make progress practically impossible without climbing gear. The spring of
Old Rindle can be found between some boulders. Hollow Road leads through here.
1010: Murky Wood covers a few hills, here. One one them is inhabited by an ogre mage called
Lightning Lord of Desire. Cold Waters starts here.
1101: The air up here is cold. You can see the Dire Teeth looming up ahead.
1102: Nothing but gray rocks up here in the mountains. This is where the spring of Black Rill
is.
1103: This swamp is home to 27 froglings in a mud village guarded by 5 giant toads. Bone
Channel and Cold Rill merge here.
1104: A lake inhabited by 22 charming nixies and the same number of giant ﬁsh guarding
their sea weed garden. Bone Channel ﬂows through here.
1105: These mountains are called the Dire Teeth. The passes need a local guide to cross. 5
winter wolves live up here.
1106: The glaciers ﬂowing from the Dire Teeth need a local guide and ropes to cross.
1107: There is a cold pond up in this valley with 8 turtle people led by Patience. Stephan's
Runnel ﬂows through here.
1108: These mountains are called the Sharp Giants. The passes need a local guide to cross. 5
winter wolves live up here.
1109: There is a hidden meadow up here, protected by the Sharp Giants. A ice hydra lives up
here. The glacier up here is the work of a hydra, a living manifestation of the ice realm.
1110: Steep cliﬀs make progress practically impossible without climbing gear. Hollow Road
goes through here. At the foot of a small hill, Old Runnel makes its appearance.
1201: There is a cold pond up in this valley but it's cold and nothing lives here. This is where
the spring of Red Rivulet is.
1202: These wet land have been se led by a tribe of 19 lizard people led by Daughter of
Drake (HD 4). The li le village of mud huts is guarded by 3 giant lizards. Bone Channel,
Black Rill, and Red Rivulet merge here.
1203: Nothing but gray rocks up here in the mountains. The spring of Bone Channel is a small
pond beneath some trees.
1204: The snow ﬁelds beneath the Dire Teeth are impossible to cross without skis.
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1205: On one of the rock faces you can still see the markings of the old dwarf forge Skyeater.
The ruin is abandoned and dead. If you explore the ruins, you will soon ﬁnd the balor demon
who caused its downfall. It guards a portal to the realm of eternal ﬁre, to Muspelheim. Red
Rindle starts here.
1206: Steep cliﬀs make progress practically impossible without climbing gear. Stephan's
Runnel starts here.
1207: Nothing but gray rocks up here in the mountains. This is where the spring of Stephan's
Runnel is.
1208: A white dragon called Snow End of the Glacier lives in a ruined mountain fortress
guarding the approaches to the Sharp Giants.
1209: The green valley up here has some sheep and a kid called Cus guarding them. Deep
Stream starts here.
1210: It's colder up here and the forest is dominated by ﬁrs. At dusk and dawn,
you can sometimes see a male boar seaching for food. There is a thorp of 30
humans led by Leoni. The grass covered longhouses are protected by 6 war dogs.
Hollow Road and Salt Way meet here. Old Runnel and Deep Stream merge here.
1301: 19 dwarves have set up a small logging community, here in Deep Forest.
They are led by Fundthrasir Swordmaster. The camp is defended by 3 war bears.
Deep Run starts here.
1302: 17 dwarves have set up a small logging community, here in Deep Forest.
They are led by Ata Hammermaker. The camp is defended by 6 war bears. The
spring of Green Streamlet is a small pond beneath some trees.
1303: It's colder up here and the forest is dominated by ﬁrs. At night, the orcs of
the Mean Skull Biting tribe hunt these lands. 40 orcs led by Club Maker (HD 7)
live here. Their se lement is protected by a palisade and guarded by 4 boars. At
the back is an entrance to an abandoned mine. This used to be a mine for a small
family, digging for coal. Bone Channel runs through here.
1304: There is a cold pond up in this valley and in it lives a water spirit called
Sweet Joy. The spring of Red Rivulet can be found between some boulders.
1305: This reed is home to a lot of birds. Those who know how to ﬁnd it can gather Dream
Root. Stephan's Runnel, Munderic's Brooklet, and Red Rivulet merge here.
1306: A lake covering the ruins of an ancient town. Stephan's Runnel, Long Rill, Adaltrude's
Rill, and Red Rindle merge here.
1307: The green valley up here has some sheep and a kid called Jo guarding them.
Adaltrude's Rill starts here.
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1308: These mountains are called the Sharp Giants. Fissures lead into the depth of the
mountain and in the warm chambers below there sleeps the red dragon Red Agony of the
Deeps.
1309: The glaciers ﬂowing from the Sharp Giants need a local guide and ropes to cross.
1310: On one of the rock faces you can still see the markings of the old dwarf forge Skyeater.
The ruin is full of broken machinery. In its depths, however, a bronze golem still wanders the
halls. The spring of Ba le Run is a small pond beneath some trees. Salt Way goes through
here.
1401: This swamp is home to 18 froglings in a mud village guarded by 1 giant toads.
Stephan's Runnel, Deep Run, and Green Streamlet merge here.
1402: This reed is home to a lot of mosquitoes. Those who know how to ﬁnd it can gather
Dream Lotus. Stephan's Runnel, Bone Channel, and Eos's Rivulet merge here.
1403: It's colder up here and the forest is dominated by ﬁrs. At dusk and dawn a
pack of 9 wolves roam these lands. There is a thorp of 40 humans led by
Nepomuk. The grass covered longhouses are protected by a war dog. Stephan's
Runnel ﬂows through here. Ca le Way goes through here.
1404: This reed is home to a lot of birds. Those who know how to ﬁnd it can
gather Lunar Lotus. Stephan's Runnel, Maud's Brooklet, and Saer's Brooklet merge here.
1405: Nothing but gray rocks up here in the mountains. Munderic's Brooklet starts here.
1406: The green valley up here has some sheep and a kid called Al guarding them. Long Rill
starts here.
1407: The snow ﬁelds beneath the Sharp Giants are impossible to cross without skis.
1408: There is a hidden meadow up here, protected by the Sharp Giants. A ice hydra lives up
here. The glacier up here is the work of a hydra, a living manifestation of the ice realm.
1409: The upper valley is rocky and bare. Some boulders have been assembled into a crude
stone tower inhabited 8 hill giants led by Boulder Thrower. Cold Streamlet starts here.
1410: This is a ﬁr forest. At dusk and dawn a pack of 13 wolves roam these lands.
There is a thorp of 20 humans led by Saya. The log cabins are protected by a war
dog. Ba le Run and Cold Streamlet merge here. Salt Way starts here.
1501: There is a cave in this ﬁr forest housing the e in called Bone and Marrow.
Red Waters and Ba le Brook merge here.
1502: One of the hills has an old lookout from which you can see most of the Deep Forest.
Ca le Way crosses over the water below at bridge of St. Eirianwen. This is where the spring
of Ba le Brook is.
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1503: It's colder up here and the forest is dominated by ﬁrs. At dusk and dawn, you can
sometimes see a male boar seaching for food. Eos's Rivulet runs through here. Ca le Way
goes through here.
1504: The green valley up here has some sheep and a kid called Ila guarding them. This is
where the spring of Saer's Brooklet is.
1505: A ruined tower standing on a small island in this swamp is home to the e in called
Bone and Marrow. Maud's Brooklet and Munderic's Streamlet merge here. Maud's Brooklet
has dug itself a deep gorge.
1506: A white dragon called Cold Agony of the Mountain lives in a ruined mountain fortress
guarding the approaches to the Sharp Giants.
1507: These mountains are called the Sharp Giants. Fissures lead into the depth of the
mountain and in the warm chambers below there sleeps the red dragon Searing Despair the
Eternal.
1508: These mountains are called the Sharp Giants. They are impossible to climb.
1509: The snow ﬁelds beneath the Sharp Giants are impossible to cross without skis.
1510: On one of the rock faces you can still see the markings of the old dwarf forge Stareater.
The ruin is full of broken machinery. In its depths, however, a bronze golem still wanders the
halls. At the foot of a small hill, Vuldretrada's Rindle makes its appearance.
1601: A few stunted ﬁrs grow in these highlands. At dusk and dawn, you can
sometimes see a male boar seaching for food. There is a thorp of 40 humans led
by Céleste. The log cabins are protected by 4 war dogs. Red Waters runs through
here. Ca le Way and Mud Path meet here.
1602: High up on on a ridge is an old elven tower made of green glass, and at the
very top there is a lair of 10 very protective griﬀons. Eos's Rivulet starts here.
1603: A white dragon called Ice Death of the Thin Air lives in a ruined mountain fortress
guarding the approaches to the Mourning Graves.
1604: The green valley up here has some sheep and a kid called Bert guarding them. The
spring of Maud's Brooklet is a small pond beneath some trees. Maud's Brooklet has dug itself
a deep gorge.
1605: There is a cold pond up in this valley but it's cold and nothing lives here. Munderic's
Streamlet starts here.
1606: The glaciers ﬂowing from the Sharp Giants need a local guide and ropes to cross.
1607: The glaciers ﬂowing from the Sharp Giants need a local guide and ropes to cross.
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1608: A white dragon called White Agony of the Thin Air lives in a ruined mountain fortress
guarding the approaches to the Sharp Giants.
1609: The upper valley is rocky and bare. Some boulders have been assembled into a crude
stone tower inhabited 8 hill giants led by Man Squisher. The spring of Haf's Streamlet is a
small pond beneath some trees. Gravel Road goes through here.
1610: A few stunted ﬁrs grow in these highlands. Sometimes you can see some
deer. There is a thorp of 40 humans led by Karina. The thatched huts are
protected by 3 war dogs. Gravel Road starts here. Vuldretrada's Rindle ﬂows
through here.
1701: Nothing but gray rocks up here in the mountains. The spring of Red Waters
is a small pond beneath some trees. Mud Path leads through here.
1702: The glaciers ﬂowing from the Mourning Graves need a local guide and ropes to cross.
1703: These mountains are called the Mourning Graves. Fissures lead into the depth of the
mountain and in the warm chambers below there sleeps the red dragon Searing Despair the
Sleeper.
1704: A ruined tower standing on a small island in this swamp is home to the e in called
Death and Pain. Maud's Brooklet, Werinbert's Brooklet, and Dai's Channel merge here. The
gorge is wonderful and deep.
1705: A lake inhabited by 36 charming nixies and the same number of giant ﬁsh guarding
their sea weed garden. Dai's Channel starts here.
1706: High up on on a ridge is an old elven tower made of green glass, currently the home of
3 gargoyles led by Berg. The spring of Green Stream can be found between some boulders.
1707: The upper valley is rocky and bare. The bellowing hill giants can be heard every day
up here. 5 of them have built a barricade across the passes, here. They are led by Nose Smash
but he insists visitors call him Hill Master. At the foot of a small hill, Black Rill makes its
appearance.
1708: The green valley up here has some sheep and a kid called Hela guarding them. The
spring of Red Brooklet is a small pond beneath some trees.
1709: There is a cold pond up in this valley but it's cold and nothing lives here. The spring of
Blue Channel is a small pond beneath some trees. Gravel Road leads through here.
1710: The ﬁrs cast long shadows in these lands. At dusk and dawn, you can sometimes see a
male boar seaching for food. Haf's Streamlet ﬂows through here.
1801: Nothing but gray rocks up here in the mountains. Mud Path goes through here. Old
Brook starts here.
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1802: The glacier of Mourning Graves ends at a small lake and it is bright blue and ice cold.
1803: On one of the rock faces you can still see the markings of the old dwarf forge
Hammereater. The ruin has been se led by the Ro en Spear tribe, 30 orcs led by
Club Thrower (HD 4). The spring of Werinbert's Brooklet is a small pond beneath
some trees.
1804: The upper valley is rocky and bare. Some boulders have been assembled
into a crude stone tower inhabited 6 hill giants led by Rock Fla ener. Maud's Brooklet starts
here.
1805: High up on on a ridge is an old elven tower made of green glass, now inhabited by a
white dragon called Deep Tooth of the Top. This is where the spring of Deep Rivulet is.
1806: On one of the islands of this swamp there is a huge mud mound. 39 goblins live here,
led by Eye Basher. Deep Rivulet and Green Stream merge here.
1807: The ﬁrs cast long shadows in these lands. There is an abandoned shrine to Odin up
here. It is haunted by the spectre of Rebeca, the last priest who cared for it. The locals avoid
it. Deep Rivulet, Red Brooklet, and Black Rill merge here.
1808: A few stunted ﬁrs grow in these highlands. Sometimes you can see an elk.
There is a thorp of 10 humans led by Alienor. The grass covered longhouses are
protected by 6 war dogs. Blue Channel runs through here. Gravel Road and
Sunken Road meet here.
1809: There is a hill rising high above Black Forest with a nice cave which oﬀers
shelter from the rain but is home to an angry, male bear. Cold Brook starts here.
1810: The ﬁrs cast long shadows in these lands. At night, the orcs of the Befouled
Boils Butchering tribe hunt these lands. 20 orcs led by Fearsome Face (HD 2) live
here. Their se lement is protected by a palisade and guarded by 5 boars. Many
skulls are on display. Haf's Streamlet and Cold Brook merge here.
1901: The ﬁrs cast long shadows in these lands. At dusk and dawn, you can
sometimes see a male boar seaching for food. There is a thorp of 40 humans led
by Erika. The small stone huts are protected by 6 war dogs. Mud Path and Sunken
Way meet here. Old Brook runs through here.
1902: Steep cliﬀs make progress practically impossible without climbing gear.
Avoca's Brook starts here. Sunken Way leads through here.
1903: The green valley up here has some sheep and a kid called Keg guarding them. This is
where the spring of War Run is.
1904: The glacier of Dead Peaks ends at a small lake and it is bright blue and ice cold.
1905: The glaciers ﬂowing from the Dead Peaks need a local guide and ropes to cross.
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1906: There is a cold pond up in this valley but it's cold and nothing lives here. Black Brook
starts here.
1907: This is a ﬁr forest. At dusk and dawn, you can sometimes see a male boar
seaching for food. There is a thorp of 30 humans led by Mikka. The log cabins are
protected by 6 war dogs. Goronwy's Rindle and Black Brook merge here. Old
Gold Way starts here.
1908: This swamp is home to 23 froglings in a mud village guarded by 1 giant
toads. Deep Rivulet and Goronwy's Rindle merge here. Old Gold Way leads through here.
1909: The forest is cold and dark, full of ﬁrs. The land up here is the hunting ground of a
manticore called Lord Envy living in the ruins of an old tower overlooking the area. Deep
Rivulet and Blue Channel merge here. Sunken Road goes through here.
1910: There are caves beneath these badlands. The caves were dug by underground waters
ages ago. Old wall paintings can be found. The caves have been abandoned a long time ago.
2001: This bog is a labyrinth. You need a guide to ﬁnd your way through it. At the foot of a
small hill, Colin's Waters makes its appearance.
2002: It's colder up here and the forest is dominated by ﬁrs. Sometimes you can
see some deer. There is a thorp of 30 humans led by Semih. The grass covered
longhouses are protected by 3 war dogs. Avoca's Brook and Colin's Waters merge
here. Sunken Way starts here.
2003: A few stunted ﬁrs grow in these highlands. There is an abandoned shrine to
Freya up here. It is haunted by the spectre of Beuno, the last priest who cared for it. The locals
avoid it. War Run runs through here.
2004: These mountains are called the Dead Peaks. The passes need a local guide to
cross. There is a dwarven forge called Great Moon up here. This is a small forge.
24 dwarves live and work here led by Alfar Earthmaker.
2005: There is a hidden meadow up here, protected by the Dead Peaks. A gorgon
lives up here. A piece of the glacier has broken oﬀ and revealed an old temple of
Thor, razed, deﬁled, and cursed with the presence of a gorgon. There are plenty of dead birds
which have died due to the poisonous fumes.
2006: There is a cold pond up in this valley and in it lives a water spirit called Sweet Sorrow.
Goronwy's Rindle starts here.
2007: On one of the hills of Black Forest stands an old tower overlooking the lands below.
This is the home of a manticore called Old Hate. This is where the spring of Eurfron's
Brooklet is.
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2008: This is a ﬁr forest. Sometimes you can see some deer. There is a thorp of 30 humans led
by Adisha. The wooden houses are protected by a war dog. Eurfron's Brooklet
ﬂows through here. This is the beginning of Old Gold Way.
2009: This is the Black Forest. Within the forest are a few clearings with small
cherry and plum tree orchards. Hiding between the trees are the watchful eyes of
4 bugbears led by Death Wind belonging to the Bear Eyes band. Bugbears are
usually a bad sign for they are often employed
as spies by the elves of the netherworld. These
carry amulets of passage bearing the Dark
Stinger of the Vanaheim Matriarchy sigil. There
is a village of 140 humans led by the mercenary
Rajana (level 10) who lives in a small tower with
a retainer, the knight Larissa (level 7) and their two subordinates, the captain Tosco and the
magic user Carice (both level 5). The tower is four stories high and has an entrance on the
second level. A ladder leads up to it. Twenty large stones are stored on the roof. This should
be enough to deter any peasant uprising. The grass covered longhouses outside are protected
by 4 war dogs and a river ﬂowing around it. Luckily, no secret societies have established
themselves, here. Deep Rivulet and Eurfron's Brooklet merge here. Old Gold Way and
Sunken Road meet here.
2010: There are caves beneath these badlands. The caves used to be an old mine.
The caves are ﬁlled with mushrooms and guarded by 12 myconids watching their
mushroom circle. On nights of the full moon, or on a 1 in 6, the portal to the fey
realms opens. If so, 19 elves led by Waspheart (level 6) will be visiting from
Al eim.
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